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INTRODUCTION

Among the first to identify entrepreneurship as a worthy field of study, Schumpeter (1934) described the entrepreneur as a person “whose function was to carry out new combinations of means of production” (Carland, Hoy, Boulton, & Carland, 1984, p. 354), which has been highlighted as essential to a nation’s economic development. Traditionally, entrepreneurship has been seen as a male phenomenon. It is therefore not surprising that even though “women are one of the fastest rising populations of entrepreneurs, and contribute significantly to innovation, job creation and economies around the world,” research on women’s entrepreneurship is comparatively understudied (Brush, 2009, p. 612). This chapter is therefore dedicated to women’s entrepreneurship. In particular, we aim at providing an interdisciplinary approach by discussing legal perspectives in light of individual and institutional drivers for women to become entrepreneurs.

The chapter is organized along four main sections. In the first section, we conceptualize entrepreneurship, introduce its process and its different forms – particularly, we explain intrapreneurship and differentiate commercial from social entrepreneurship. In the second section, we introduce the role of women in entrepreneurship. Specifically, we outline the historical roots of women’s entrepreneurship and highlight the individual and institutional drivers which encourage them to become entrepreneurs. In the third section, we introduce different legal forms of UK enterprises (linked to the launch phase of the entrepreneurial process) in relation to the entrepreneurial intention and the drivers of women’s entrepreneurship. Finally, in the fourth section, we outline legal forms as a platform of entrepreneurship and discuss the potential barriers that limit women’s choice of legal forms. We then end with concluding thoughts.

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Entrepreneurship can be conceptualized using a behavioral definition; in essence, creating a new venture (Gartner, 1989). An often used behavioral definition of entrepreneurship entails independent ownership and active management (or the expressed intention to do so) as elementary aspects of the entrepreneur (Carland et al., 1984; Stewart & Roth, 2001; Rauch & Frese, 2007b). However, in contrast to small business owners or general manag-
ers, the entrepreneur is characterized by growth orientation and innovative behavior along with strategic management practices (Carland et al., 1984; Stewart Jr., Watson, Carland, & Carland, 1999). Moreover, entrepreneurship entails specific task descriptions, such as the identification, evaluation, and exploitation of profitable opportunities (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). In the following, we introduce the process of entrepreneurship and its different forms – particularly, we explain intrapreneurship and differentiate commercial from social entrepreneurship.

**Process of Entrepreneurship**

According to Baron and Henry (2011), entrepreneurship is a continuing process that can be described along three major phases, the prelaunch phase, the launch phase, and the postlaunch phase as can be seen in Figure 1.1.

To begin with, the prelaunch phase includes the recognition and evaluation of profitable opportunities, the heart of every entrepreneurial activity. Moreover, among the entrepreneurial input activities are assembling initial resources and the accumulation of information for start-up. The success of entrepreneurial outcomes in this phase may be measured along the number and type of recognized opportunities, the amount of capital raised, or network-related factors, such as high-quality business partners or employees attracted. A successful prelaunch phase ideally leads to the actual launch.

*Figure 1.1  The entrepreneurial process, its input activities and output factors adapted from Baron and Henry (2011)*
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of the new venture, where the legal form of the venture is chosen, intellectual property or financial resources may be secured, and a business model is developed and about to be implemented. The success of the launch phase may be measured by the time until first sale made, first employee hired, or break-even point achieved and the amount or quality of the intellectual property secured. After the new venture has been launched, entrepreneurial activities encompass growing a customer base, hiring additional staff, improving products or services, and further securing relevant stakeholder relationships by negotiating with others, influencing or motivating them. Finally, the success of the postlaunch phase may be measured along financial outcomes, acquisition of resources required, and individual outcomes, such as entrepreneurs’ perceived autonomy, personal satisfaction, as well as their health and well-being. Baron and Henry’s process model (2011) provides a good structure and overview of sample activities during the three phases of the entrepreneurial process; yet, it rather oversimplifies the complexity in which new venture creation takes place.

In fact, each of the phases is influenced by many different variables that can be classified as individual, interpersonal, and societal variables (Baron & Henry, 2011). On the micro level, individual variables are the characteristics of entrepreneurs, including their cognitions, skills, knowledge, and personality (Baum & Locke, 2004). On the meso level, interpersonal variables describe entrepreneurs’ social capital, which refers to their social networks (i.e., acquaintances, colleagues, friends, and family members) as informal business channels that enable them greater access to information and entrepreneurial opportunities. Network size, diversity, and strengths have been identified as relevant network characteristics for entrepreneurs (Semrau & Werner, 2014). On the macro level, societal variables are based on the ever-growing environmental dynamism of the twenty-first century that is driven by the overall economic situation, government policies, and industry-related factors, such as technological advancement and competitors’ business strategies (Patzelt, Shepherd, Deeds, & Bradley, 2008; Baron & Henry, 2011). The investigation of the individual, interpersonal, and societal variables as well as their complex interplay is of great interest for the understanding of the entrepreneurial process, which may help to explain why some new ventures are successful and others are not (Hitt, Beamish, Jackson, & Mathieu, 2007; Hmieleski & Baron, 2009).

Different Forms of Entrepreneurship

Although entrepreneurship is usually associated with the creation of a new venture, recognizing entrepreneurial opportunities for the development of new products or services can also occur within existing organizations (Lumpkin, 2007). In fact, even well-established companies embrace innovation and entrepreneurial behavior; they actively encourage employees by introducing entrepreneurial programs or creating an environment in which employees recognize and exploit such entrepreneurial opportunities within their organization, thus becoming so-called intrapreneurs (Kuemmerle, 2006; Lumpkin, 2007; Baron & Henry, 2011). Companies such as 3M, Intel, or Google are well known for their activities and efforts in this respect (Deeb, 2016). Intrapreneurship can therefore be understood as the organizational counterpart of entrepreneurship taking into account the structural boundaries of an existing organization.
In addition, even though Schumpeter (1934) had introduced entrepreneurship as a profit-oriented creation of a new venture (i.e., commercial entrepreneurship), social entrepreneurship – entrepreneurial activity with a social purpose – has received increasing attention in both theory and practice over the last decades (Austin, Stevenson, & Wei-Skillern, 2006; Datta & Gailey, 2012). Narrow definitions of social entrepreneurship describe the phenomenon as entrepreneurial activity that is using innovative approaches based on marked-related skills and business expertise to generate income for nonprofit organizations (Reis, 1999; Thompson, 2002). Yet, broader definitions refer to social entrepreneurship as entrepreneurial activity with a social purpose that can be set up as an either for profit or not for profit organization or even a hybrid of both combining social and commercial interests (Austin et al., 2006). Social entrepreneurship (either for or not for profit) has been highlighted in particular in the light of women’s entrepreneurial effort and contribution to the informal economy (Datta & Gailey, 2012; Haugh & Talwar, 2016; Lortie, Castrogiovanni, & Cox, 2017).

WOMEN AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

In this section, we introduce the role of women in entrepreneurship. Specifically, we give an account of the historical roots of women and entrepreneurship, and highlight the drivers which motivate them to engage in entrepreneurship.

Historical Roots of Women and Entrepreneurship

Although research on mainstream entrepreneurship emerged in the 1930s (starting with Schumpeter, 1934), women’s entrepreneurship is a fairly recent research phenomenon. Initial research has investigated entrepreneurship from a mainly male-focused perspective in a male-oriented business world, where women were seen as sole proprietorship firms or small “lifestyle” businesses (Baker, Aldrich, & Nina, 1997; Yadav & Unni, 2016). As can be seen in Figure 1.2, the emergence of research on women’s entrepreneurship goes back to the late 1970s (Jennings & Brush, 2013). Yet, for a long time, researchers have treated entrepreneurship as a rather gender-neutral phenomenon, where male and female entrepreneurs were assumed to be the same and hence, gender was not further
distinguished or explored (Baker et al., 1997; Bruni, Gherardi, & Poggio, 2004). As a result, research on the sub-domain of women's entrepreneurship did not significantly develop until the late 1990s with the first policy-oriented conference on women entrepreneurship and the first academic conference just a few years later (Jennings & Brush, 2013).

In their chronological summary of studies on women entrepreneurship, Yadav and Unni (2016) refer to Eleanor Brantley Schwartz as the author of the first journal article on “Entrepreneurship: A new female frontier” in the *Journal of Contemporary Business* (1976), and the first policy report focusing on the unequal enterprise in the United States (1976). This was followed by the first conference paper on women entrepreneurship presented at the Babson College Conference on Entrepreneurship in 1983. Just two years later, the first academic book entitled *Women in Charge: The Experiences of Female Entrepreneurs* was published in the United Kingdom, indicating that research on women's entrepreneurship had become an increasingly international research phenomenon. In 1998, the first policy-oriented conference by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) on “Women entrepreneurs in SMEs: A major force in innovation and job creation” was held. This was followed by the first academic conference five years later. In 2009, the first dedicated academic journal entitled *International Journal of Gender and Entrepreneurship* was established. More recently, a range of review articles have been published, summarizing the current state of the art on women’s entrepreneurship (e.g., Sullivan & Meek, 2012; Henry, Foss, & Ahl, 2016; Yadav & Unni, 2016).

**Individual and Institutional Drivers of Women’s Entrepreneurship**

Among the drivers underpinning women in taking up entrepreneurship are: (1) institutional gender ideology, as well as women's (2) individual motivation, and their (3) personality and individual differences.

**Institutional gender ideology**

Gender ideology describes the characteristic ideals constructed by society (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016). These social constructions can also be institutional in either masculine or feminine ideology. Individual behavior can be affected or molded by the forms of institution gender ideology. Further, there is an entrepreneurial gender divide between the ideology of hegemonic masculinity and emphasized femininity (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016). The former is the dominant norm and the latter is its alternative. Hegemonic masculinity identifies the ideals of male behavior; examples are “emotional self-control, competitive individualism, calculative rationality and heterosexuality” (Bretherton, 2003 cited in Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016, p.245). In other words, the dominant entrepreneurial qualities are to be alpha, hierarchical, being the risk-taker, independent, and invulnerable.

In contrast, femininity identifies traits which are found in “the loving nurturing mother and domestic home-maker,” thus stressing the qualities of “social relations and togetherness” (Delph-Januirek, 2000; Hoffman, 2001, cited in Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016, p.246). Therefore, emphasized femininity which is viewed as the alternative quality and that is meant to complement the dominant entrepreneurial qualities adopts collegiality,
inclusivity, and risk-averseness, acknowledges women’s vulnerability, and encourages shared responsibility (Choudhury, 2014; Ang, 2015).

Yet, the gender of being male or female is not the indicator for the entrepreneurial gender divide (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016). A woman can exhibit hegemonic masculinity ideology in her entrepreneurial profession just as well as a man can exhibit emphasized femininity ideology in his. The interesting point to make here is the institutional gender ideology affecting these individuals participating in them, for example, workers being unhappy or unfulfilled in employment (UK BIS, 2016). Commercial entrepreneurial activities can also emit hegemonic masculinity (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016). It is therefore likely that female entrepreneurs running commercial enterprises exhibit hegemonic masculinity.

In turn, social entrepreneurship “embodies the attributes of emphasized femininity” (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016, pp.247–248), suggesting that female entrepreneurs are more likely to align with the social organizational form than commercial organizational form. Interestingly, social organizational forms known as social enterprises thrive in the recession amongst struggling conglomerates (Esposito, 2013). This is an indication that emphasized femininity should therefore not be relegated as a component which complements the norm – rather its strong attributes should be acknowledged. In addition, a community which fosters emphasized femininity ideologies is likely to attract entrepreneurs running social enterprises (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016).

Individual motivation
The 2015 UK Department for Business Innovation and Skills (UK BIS, 2016) report indicates tipping points that drove individuals to entrepreneurship. The key motivating factors are (1) to have autonomy and flexibility, (2) to move away from unhappiness, uncertainty, or dissatisfaction with employment, and (3) for those who are unemployed, to generate an income. The report also indicates that most enterprises being set up because of necessity have turned out to be successful.

Moving away from formal employment for some women could be removing themselves from the institutional hegemonic masculine environment. Such masculine drivers as market dominance, rapid growth, high profits, excessive risk-taking, and perceived invulnerability may not complement their personalities. Entrepreneurship can be a solution to the challenges women are facing in jobs with traditional structures, such as unsuitable working conditions, limited career advancement opportunities, or conflicts arising between their work and private life. Previous research revealed that women who experienced conflict with their supervisors or thought they would do a better job than them, were more likely to become entrepreneurs (Zapalska, 1997). Also, entrepreneurship can be the breakthrough of the glass ceiling, which women often encounter within traditional organizational structures (Buttner & Moore, 1997; Sullivan & Meek, 2012). Further, because women often take greater responsibility for raising their children than men, entrepreneurship can be seen as a means toward more flexibility between their work and private life. Also, women have expressed a greater importance of family-related factors (in particular when having children) (DeMartino & Barbato, 2003). However, the more time (male or female) entrepreneurs spend on child care activities, the more their self-employment duration decreases (Williams, 2004). Overall, empirical findings suggest that women are motivated to become entrepreneurs because of an anticipated gain in
flexibility, which helps their career advancement and work–life balance (in particular higher family involvement) (Parasuraman & Simmers, 2001; Malach-Pines & Schwartz, 2008).

There are also good career reasons for women to become entrepreneurs, such as the need for financial success, innovation, roles, self-realization, recognition, and independence. While for men financial success and innovation matter most, women tend to value the need for independence and self-actualization highest when considering an entrepreneurial career (Maysami & Goby, 1999; Carter, Gartner, Shaver, & Gatewood, 2003). Yet, entrepreneurship is more than just the conducting of a business with a view to profit – it is also about innovating products and services alongside having a close connection with the community (Hobbs, 1997). The motivation to do good, connect with the community, and step outside the formal running of a business encourages some women to construct working conditions, career paths, and business objectives closer to their gender ideologies.

**Personality and individual differences**

Research on entrepreneurship has a tradition in investigating the entrepreneurial personality. Yet, some scholars argue that “a focus on the traits and personality characteristics of entrepreneurs will never lead us to a definition of the entrepreneur nor help us to understand the phenomenon of entrepreneurship” (Gartner, 1989, p. 48). In their conceptual model on entrepreneurs’ personality characteristics and success, Rauch and Frese (2007a) revisit the personality approach on entrepreneurship and point out that personality traits need to be distinguished into proximal and distal individual differences. Broad personality traits capture the “big five,” namely, extraversion, neuroticism, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness, whereas specific personality traits capture risk-taking, innovativeness, locus of control, and self-efficacy.

In general, men have been found to have higher entrepreneurial intentions than women (Crant, 1996; Zhao, Seibert, & Hills, 2005). Further, a comprehensive twin study (based on 1285 pairs of identical twins and 849 pairs of same-sex fraternal twins) revealed that among the big five personality traits, extraversion and neuroticism have been found as important traits for women to become entrepreneurs, whereas for men only extraversion was found to be important (Zhang et al., 2009). With regard to the more specific personality traits, a meta-analysis based on 116 original studies ($N = 26\,700$ individuals) showed that independent of gender, innovativeness ($\rho = 0.24$), self-efficacy ($\rho = 0.38$), stress tolerance ($\rho = 0.10$), locus of control ($\rho = 0.19$), and risk-taking ($\rho = 0.10$) were positively associated with business creation (Rauch & Frese, 2007b). Further, a proactive personality ($\rho = 0.27$) has been found to be positively related to business success (Rauch & Frese, 2007b).

In addition to personality traits, work values may serve as proximal predictors of entrepreneurial intentions. For example, Hirschi and Fischer (2013) found that independent of gender, self-enhancement (i.e., salary and prestige), conservation (i.e., security and authority), and openness to changes (i.e., variety and autonomy) predicted students’ entrepreneurial intentions. However, self-transcendence work values (i.e., altruism and benevolence) were more positively related to entrepreneurial intentions for women as compared to men. This result possibly reflects the earlier notion that women see “entrepreneurship not only as a means for self-enhancement but also as a possibility to
contribute to the greater social good, as implied in models of social entrepreneurship” (Austin et al., 2006 cited in Hirschi & Fisher, 2013, p. 226).

LEGAL FORMS OF UK ENTERPRISES

Discussing the legal forms of UK enterprises is linked to the launch phase of the entrepreneurial process. As the most proximal predictor of the actual launch, the entrepreneurial intention signals “how intensely [the entrepreneur] is prepared – and how much effort [he or she] is planning to commit – to carrying out entrepreneurial behavior” (Miranda, Chamorro-Mera, Rubio, & Perez-Mayo, 2017, p. 69). Furthermore, the entrepreneurial intention can affect the choice of legal form. In the following, we thus introduce the different legal forms of UK enterprises and discuss them in light of the entrepreneurial intention and the drivers of women’s entrepreneurship.

Sole Trader

A sole trader is a one-person business venture. It has an informal legal form giving traders full control over their business undertakings and records. On a micro level, the individual’s entrepreneurial intention directly represents the sole trader’s entrepreneurial intention (Feder & Nitu-Antonie, 2017; Miranda et al., 2017). The sole trader’s enterprise ceases as soon as the individual’s entrepreneurial intention ends.

In relation to motivation, this legal form provides the entrepreneur with autonomy and flexibility. An entrepreneur with caring responsibilities could utilize this legal form just as could an entrepreneur who is career-driven. The business plan and its respective undertakings can be designed to cater for any entrepreneur’s motivational drivers. For example, mothers referred to as “mompreneurs” can create suitable working conditions for themselves (Ozurumba, 2013, p. 42); and career-driven women can advance in their profession by utilizing a non-conventional business structure.

On the meso and macro levels, the sole trader can choose whether to utilize his or her “social capital” to promote economic success, or promote social impact, or a blending of both (Dees & Anderson, 2006; Esposito, 2013). A cautious feature of sole tradership is its unlimited liability, which is the non-demarcation of the trader’s personal wealth from the enterprise’s finances. This feature can deter some women from obtaining a loan or credit or from considering business growth (Carter, Shaw, Lam, & Wilson, 2007). The access to money sustains an entrepreneurial intention (Cabrera & Mauricio, 2017).

Partnership

A partnership is an informal legal structure formed under section 1 Partnership Act 1890. It is a joint venture between two or more entrepreneurs who have unlimited liability. Section 6 affirms that a partnership’s joint venture requires a joint entrepreneurial intention which is a sharing of each partner’s entrepreneurial intention (Bratman, 1999).

Therefore, unlike the sole tradership, the individual partner’s entrepreneurial intention is different from the partnership’s joint entrepreneurial intention. Partnership has a feature where the joint entrepreneurial intention is dependent on all partners’
entrepreneurial participation. Section 19 suggests that each partner is jointly committed to the joint entrepreneurial intention. Being jointly committed means having the participation of all the partners in the partnership (Gilbert, 2014), and maintaining a joint entrepreneurial intention. Hence, when one of the partners ceases trading, or when a partner refuses to “jointly commit” to the joint entrepreneurial intention, the whole partnership under section 32 alongside with its joint entrepreneurial intention dissolves (Gilbert 2014, p. 195; Gilbert, 1992).

A partnership addresses all the points mentioned in the sole tradership discussion above, and it also adds more features to the entrepreneurship levels. On the micro level, a joint venture initiates the sharing of everyone’s characteristics including abilities, cognition, skills, knowledge, and personality (Baum & Locke, 2004). The joint entrepreneurial intention depends on the competencies of the partners’ personalities in the areas of personal and relationship-based business and management, business venturing, and human resources management (Cabrera & Maurcio, 2017). The combination of a partnership’s entrepreneurial activities relates to the competencies of the partners’ personalities.

In relation to personality and individual differences, a partnership’s joint venture and joint entrepreneurial intention might affect the respective partner’s autonomy. The partner’s own entrepreneurial intention might be different from the joint venture. Nevertheless, the individual driver for flexibility is supported under section 6 which provides shared locus of control over the venture, which under section 10 also includes shared responsibility.

On the meso and macro levels, partners have the option to utilize their social capital to promote economic success, or promote social impact or a blending of both (Dees & Anderson, 2006; Esposito, 2013).

**Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)**

An LLP addresses all the points mentioned in the partnership discussion above except for each partner having limited liability under section 1(1) of the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2000. Limited liability is a formal legal structure which creates a separate legal identity between the enterprise and its entrepreneurs. It has a clear demarcation between every entrepreneur’s personal wealth and the LLP’s finances. With limited liability, section 7 ensures the LLP continues even when one of the partners ceases trading, meaning that section 7 also demarcates the LLP’s entrepreneurial intention from its partners’.

On a micro level and distinguishing from the above partnership legal form, limited liability meant that there is no joint entrepreneurial intention shared between the partners. This feature supports the entrepreneur’s autonomy and flexibility in pursuit of motivational drivers including risk-taking, financial success, self-realization, self-actualization, and recognition. On a meso and macro level, section 3(1A) provides the LLP with legitimacy through a certificate of incorporation. Legitimacy is a formality which gives the LLP recognition from its investors and creditors (Lee, 2009; Esposito, 2013; Yockey, 2015). This kind of legitimacy is therefore lacking in a sole trader and partnership.

Section 4 adds a feature to the entrepreneur’s intrapersonal level where its partners can include non-natural persons. In relation to non-natural persons, venture capital firms can become LLP partners. These firms are “companies that raise money from investors,
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invest and manage the monies as one fund, and then loan money from this fund to entrepreneurs with business plans with very high potential for returns” (Panopoulos, 2010, p. 560). Therefore, section 4 supports the motivation for “wealth-maximization, competitiveness, aggressiveness” (Hechavarrria & Ingram, 2016, p. 243) and aligns with an entrepreneur’s drivers for risk-taking, enterprise growth, financial success, exploiting social networks for stability, and gaining independence from banks.

LLPs are designed to invigorate an entrepreneurship culture which targets entrepreneurs seeking “prestige and credibility” (Freedman, 2000, p. 333), thus supporting the drivers for self-actualization, self-worth, and success. Yet, the limited liability’s attraction can potentially shift entrepreneurial risks away from the partners, which might occur at the expense of other values like responsible risk-taking (Freedman, 2000). In addition, the lack of investors’ protection ought to be critiqued as it might affect the entrepreneur’s social network (Hyytinen & Takalo, 2005). Nevertheless, limited liability partners have the option whether to utilize their social capital to promote economic success, or promote social impact, or a blending of both (Dees & Anderson, 2006; Esposito, 2013).

Private Limited Company (Ltd.)

An Ltd. is governed under the Companies Act 2006. The entrepreneur has limited liability, which makes the Ltd. a formal legal form. Its limited liability features are similar to the LLP discussed above with the exception that an Ltd.’s entrepreneurial intention will not cease unless the current entrepreneur(s) running it chooses to dissolve it. Nevertheless, the crucial separation of entrepreneurial intention between the entrepreneur and enterprise supports the entrepreneur’s autonomy.

On the micro level, an entrepreneur under section 7 can choose whether to incorporate a company alone or with other entrepreneurs, and thus having this option aligns the entrepreneur closer to his or her drivers and personality. Choosing the enterprise’s structure also supports an entrepreneur’s autonomy. He or she has the option under section 5 whether to have a company limited either by shares or guarantee. Entrepreneur flexibility is supported in terms of having the choice either to invest money (shares), or tangible goods other than money, for example property (guarantee). Owing to the level of flexibility in relation to having the suitable enterprise structure, this legal form closely aligns the entrepreneur’s motivation for recognition, financial success, and self-actualization with his or her entrepreneurial intention. The limited liability’s legal structures of the various combinations above are thoroughly analyzed before the most applicable one is adopted.

On the meso and macro level, an Ltd. supports both drivers for “wealth-maximization, competitiveness, aggressiveness” and “altruism, compassion and caring” (Hechavarria & Ingram, 2016, p. 243). Like an LLP, legitimacy is provided under section 15 with the issue of the certificate of incorporation giving the Ltd. the opportunity to raise capital. Investors’ confidence is further supported by the provisions under Part 11 where investors who are minority members of the enterprise can claim against it if they incur financial harm. Part 30 also protects creditors trading with the enterprise from being defrauded. Parts 11, 29, and 30 support the drivers for expanding the entrepreneurs’ social network.
An Ltd.’s design is mainly to increase economic success. As there is nothing in the
Companies Act 2006 to prevent an enterprise promoting social objectives, this legislation
is flexible for entrepreneur(s) wishing to utilize their social capital to promote social
impact, or a blending of social and economic objectives.

**Community Interest Company (CIC)**

A CIC is also a private limited liability company (Ltd.) with a formal legal form
governed under the Companies (Audit, Investigation and Community Enterprise) Act
2004. A CIC’s design is mainly to promote social impact benefiting the community. Its
entrepreneurial intention under section 26 requires the inclusion of social objectives.
Similar to the private limited company (Ltd.) discussed above, the CIC’s entrepreneurial
intention will not cease unless the current entrepreneur(s) running it chooses to dissolve
it.

On the micro level, the CIC’s features are similar to the Ltd. However, there is an
additional restriction; the CIC only supports for-profit entrepreneurs choosing to pursue
the motivation of self-transcendence work values and the recognition for doing good
(Hirschi & Fischer, 2013). Therefore, the individual’s entrepreneurial intention must
reflect this.

On the meso and macro level, there are additional legal mechanisms ensuring the CIC’s
social network is kept at a legal standard. The regulator, who is appointed under section
27, upholds the legal standard. For a CIC limited by guarantee, section 29 imposes an
asset-lock where the CIC’s assets in the form of property are strictly kept for the benefit
of the community. For a CIC limited by shares, section 30 places a cap on profit distribu-
tions and interests which ensures that money and interests are reinvested into the CIC for
the benefit of the community.

Section 32 mandates the CIC’s entrepreneurial intention of promoting a social objec-
tive is incorporated into the legal document called the articles of association. As a result,
the CIC would have to legally honor its social objective(s) alongside its commercial objec-
tives even during times of financial hardship. Furthermore, a CIC under section 52 is
not allowed to re-register or change its legal form to an Ltd. These legal features support
the drivers of recognition for doing good, conservation of wealth for the greater good,
and self-transcendence work values of entrepreneurs (Hirschi & Fischer, 2013). However,
these features might not support the entrepreneur’s drivers for flexibility, independence,
or even having a degree of autonomy.

**Choice of Legal Forms**

The legal forms of UK enterprises offer a tapestry from which an entrepreneur chooses
the form aligning closest to his or her drivers and entrepreneurial intention. In the next
section, we explore how women’s entrepreneurship is potentially affected by these legal
forms. Furthermore, we discover barriers that potentially prevent women from fully
utilizing their choice of legal form.
LEGAL FORMS AS A PLATFORM OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Legal forms provide women entrepreneurs with a platform from which they promote their entrepreneurial intentions and their drivers. The direct impact relates to women’s choice over the form best suited to their needs. For example, start-up and pop-up ventures are transient operations to which an informal legal form might be suited. Formal legal forms are suited for ventures which are ready for growth or maturity. This kind of impact is in no way different from the effect on men’s entrepreneurship.

We find that the direct impact is especially profound in relation to some women going through phases like pregnancy or motherhood. These women are allowed (with the exception of the CIC) to switch between legal forms, thus giving them flexibility while sustaining their independence. The option to switch between temporary and permanent entrepreneurial activity ensures these women’s ventures have continuity. Even though the phases of pregnancy or motherhood may change these women’s entrepreneurial activities and entrepreneurial intention, a suitable legal form adopted for each phase can sustain their ventures, and therefore sustain their independence.

Barriers that Potentially Limit Women’s Choice of Legal Forms

For women who wish to change their entrepreneurial intention owing to pregnancy or motherhood, we find that the full utilization of the legal forms is being diminished by barriers in the following areas: (1) access to money, (2) business network, and (3) legal assistance. These barriers prevent women from adopting the most suitable legal form aligning closest to their current drivers and entrepreneurial intention. Barriers impact the entrepreneurial intention by dis-aligning the change in entrepreneurs’ drivers with the current adopted legal form and, thus, making it ill-fitted for the purposes of their entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial activities.

Access to money

Access to money sustains the entrepreneurial intention (Cabrera & Mauricio, 2017). Legislations designed to support and fund certain women’s entrepreneurship can exclude other women from being funded (Ozurumba, 2013). For example, if the eligibility process only favors women of a certain economic status, such as unemployed or underemployed women (Ozurumba, 2013), it would exclude established women entrepreneurs from seeking financial support for either expanding their enterprises or helping them through pregnancy or motherhood. As a result, legislations designed to support some eligible women could disadvantage women with established enterprises potentially leading to the diminishing of their independence and the maintenance of their chosen legal form.

In the context of obtaining bank loans, we find that direct discrimination against women in general is absent. Yet, results of an empirical study by Carter et al. (2007) show that bank loan applications of male and female entrepreneurs are evaluated differently. While female applicants were more likely to be questioned about their comprehension, male applicants were more likely to be questioned about their integrity and capability. Hence, “gender plays a role in the credit decision-making process as loan officers evaluate male and female applicants not just on the merits of their individual case, but also on the basis of their perceptions of men and women that have been imbued by gender
socialization processes” (Carter et al., 2007, p. 439). Yet, it remains unclear to what extent approving bank loans may be affected by pregnancy or motherhood.

A nuance of indirect discrimination law could pose a potential solution toward protecting women entrepreneurs, especially those going through pregnancy or motherhood (Panopoulos, 2010). Indirect discrimination generally happens when “an unjustified adverse impact is produced for a protected class of persons by an apparently class-neutral action” (Ellis cited in Panopoulos, 2010, p. 550). A limitation to indirect discrimination law is that it only applies “when the cause of the disparate treatment of two groups is readily identifiable” (Panopoulos, 2010, p. 570). Established women entrepreneurs do not fit this description because they are as capable as men. Going through pregnancy or motherhood only could cause financing disparities in relation to the earnings and maintenance between men and women (Panopoulos, 2010). This is due to women taking the greater responsibility for raising their children (Kittay, 1999; DeMartino & Barbato, 2003; Fineman & Grear, 2013; Mackenzie, Rogers, & Dodds, 2014). The focus of financing disparities is the proposed nuance underpinning indirect discrimination law favoring women entrepreneurs. Without the adaptation of this nuance of law, women entrepreneurs, especially those going through pregnancy or motherhood, may experience barriers preventing access to money and thus diminishing their opportunity to either switch legal forms or maintain their current legal form.

**Business network**

We mentioned above the glass ceiling found in the traditional organizational structure and we observe that it has prevented a culture of mentorship and networking for women (Villiers, 2010). As a result, female entrepreneurs potentially struggle with lower financial or managerial skills (Panopoulos, 2010). Perhaps, women value building networks differently from men as they tend to favor relationships over networks because they perceive the latter yielding short-term benefits (Panopoulos, 2010). Moreover, they also separate their personal lives from their professional lives (Panopoulos, 2010). Again, these are linked to the institutionalized gender ideology. A lack of business networks disadvantages female entrepreneurs from sharing knowledge and skills. This barrier prevents women from having full choice over the legal forms and it also prevents them from being able to switch legal forms.

**Legal assistance**

In regard to women-led enterprises and legal assistance, we indicate above that women are more likely to align with the social organizational form than commercial organizational form. Entrepreneurship, in particular social entrepreneurship, is a relatively recent legal development (Esposito, 2013; Yockey, 2015; Ang, 2017). The role of lawyers in general is to “understand [the entrepreneur’s] business as well as the context and regulatory framework in which the [entrepreneur] operates” (Plerhoples, 2013, p. 253). Furthermore, social entrepreneurs’ drivers including recognition for doing good, conservation of wealth for the greater good, and self-transcendence work values are novel and unstructured legal issues (Hirschi & Fischer, 2013; Plerhoples, 2013). Lawyers must bridge entrepreneurship and law which warrants an activity requiring a full range of legal planning tools fit for entrepreneurial purposes (Hobbs, 1997). The rule of law and mechanisms for delivering the interests of commercial and social entrepreneurs are
under-developed (Plerhoples, 2013) to the point that the body of entrepreneurial law must catch up with its corporate law counterpart. Some US law schools have set up legal advice centers like law clinics and pro bono foundations staffed with law students who provide commercial and social entrepreneurs with adequate legal assistance (Plerhoples, 2013). Law schools in the UK have much to catch up. This poses a barrier preventing women entrepreneurs from obtaining adequate legal assistance and therefore diminishing the opportunity to align their drivers and entrepreneurial intention adequately with a suitable legal form.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

We dedicated this chapter to women’s entrepreneurship. In particular, we aimed at providing an interdisciplinary approach by discussing legal perspectives in light of individual and institutional drivers for women to become entrepreneurs. By doing so, we traced the origin of entrepreneurship by showing how much it has developed from Schumpeter, who envisaged it as a tool for economic development, to the emergence of social entrepreneurship. Furthermore, we conceptualized entrepreneurship by describing independent ownership and active management as elementary aspects. Also, we highlighted that entrepreneurship entails specific task descriptions, such as the identification, evaluation, and exploitation of profitable opportunities. In addition, we described the entrepreneurial process along three phases, namely the prelaunch phase, the launch phase, and the postlaunch phase.

Further, we introduced the role of women as entrepreneurs by summarizing the historical roots and revealing the drivers that encourage women to become entrepreneurs. Predominantly, we focused on the institutional gender ideology in contrast to individual drivers, namely women’s individual motivation, personality, and individual differences.

Taking an interdisciplinary approach, we then introduced the different legal forms governing UK enterprises in light of institutional and individual drivers. We showed that the legal forms provide ample flexibility for women to engage in entrepreneurship in pursuance of either a lifestyle business or a professional career. Also, we found that women can (except for the CIC) switch legal forms in aligning a best suited form with their changing entrepreneurial interests and activities. Yet we also uncovered barriers that potentially limit women’s choice of legal forms in that they dis-align women’s entrepreneurial intention from their entrepreneurial activities. In particular, we addressed how lack of access to money, business network, and legal assistance potentially restrict women’s choice of legal form.

To sum up, women’s entrepreneurship is a growing phenomenon worldwide with research trying to catch up. Discussing legal perspectives in light of individual and institutional drivers shows that men and women are equipped with the same legal forms as platforms of their entrepreneurship allowing them to align their individual drivers and entrepreneurial intentions. Yet, women’s choice can be limited due to gender-specific barriers that restrict them from fully utilizing their choice of legal forms. This can hinder the alignment of women’s individual drivers and their entrepreneurial intentions, which potentially undermines the role of women as entrepreneurs in general.
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